
How to do 

Please note: products have been renamed during 2020 

Woca Master Cleaner was Woca Vinyl- and Lacquer Soap 

Woca Master Care was Woca Vinyl- and Lacquer Care 

Water-based Master Care for the regular maintenance of lacquered 
surfaces.  

Master Care strengthens the lacquer, as it protects against wear and 
scratches and hereby prolongs the lifetime of the lacquered surface.  

Master Care does not build up a thick layer on the floor surface as the old 
layer is renewed with the next application. 

Clean  

 Mix would cleaner with water in the ratio of 1:10.  
 Wash the floor thoroughly until the surface is completely clean. 

The floor must be absolutely dry before the application of Master 
Care. 

Tip:  Always work with two buckets - one with Intensive Wood Cleaner 
mixed with water and one with clear rinse water 

Apply  

 Apply a thin coat of the concentrated Master Care. If dirty, rinse 
the cloth/mop in the clear water and ring it hard continue the 
application. Do not continue application of Master Care over areas 
where the floor has started to dry. Leave the surface to dry for 
approx. 30 minutes.  

Regular cleaning of lacquered  wood floors  

Master Cleaner is for regular cleaning of lacquered or painted surfaces 
and the surfaces of vinyl, floor tiles, linoleum, laminate etc. Master 
Cleaner does not build a soap film and is therefore ideal for surfaces 
requiring frequent cleaning.  

TIP: Always work with two buckets - one with Master Cleaner mixed 
with water and one with rinse clear water.  



This system can be replicated using the break frame,  bucket and wringer.  

 Mix 125 ml Master Cleaner with 5 L water for the regular cleaning. 
Wash the floor lengthwise.  

It is recommended to use as little water as possible for the cleaning and 
make sure that no water is left on the surface after cleaning.  

Please note! Particularly dirty floors or stubborn stains may be removed 
with Intensive Wood Cleaner or Spot Remover. 

 


